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About This Game

Air Guardians is a flight combat game set in the distant future. A world government is attempting to seal their grip on power,
and an air force of advanced fighter craft is called upon to fight them. Fight through grand spaceship battles, night time base

raids, orbital shipyard assaults, and more! Enjoy Cut scenes between missions and in game narration that adds story and
intensity to the battles. Along with Realistic ground environment and detailed spaceship models. The simple controls and

gameplay lets you get into the game without hours of learning.
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Title: Air Guardians
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Lazy Bum Games
Publisher:
Lazy Bum Games
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: CPU: SSE2 instruction set support.

Memory: 1820 MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card: DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities

Storage: 1820 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound card required

English
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The game looked good when I could manage to go beyond the keypad screen, which is supposedly a good idea to teach you the
keys while waiting for the game to load. Except the game generally crashes there and you end up waiting for nothing. Too
early.... Not a bad game. I liked the atmosphere in the game, and the picture.. OK, let's get the bad out of the way first: This
game feels unfinished, like it should have been labeled Early Access. The tutorial is quickly useless because it tells you to make
a move that you can't make, and you can't skip past that part. There are little annoyances like a lack of a volume control and a
user interface that is more complicated than it has to be. Worst of all, it's a two player game, and right now your only options are
a computer opponent who is astonishingly easy to defeat once you figure out the basics or hoping that there's someone online
waiting to play (and you have the perserverance to sit there watching a fullscreen window with nothing happening until someone
does decide to play, as I don't think there's any special sound to alert you when a game starts, and if you alt=tab away you could
miss the whole thing). The developer participates in the Steam forums, though, so hopefully he'll address these problems in an
update soon,

But then there are the good things: The basic rules are somewhat easy to learn but reveal extra complexity as you play. There's
the simple pleasure of setting up blocks to build your tower the way you want and the fun of knocking your opponent's blocks
down. There's also strategy, including deciding whether to build defensively or to push your luck by stretching your tower out to
great heights and depths in order to increase the power of the effects of the rooms you build... and thereby making an easy
target to get the structure blown to bits and come tumbling down. The price is relatively inexpensive, which means even if you
have to get an extra copy to give to a friend to ensure you have someone to play against it won't be too painful.

At first I didn't think I liked this game, what with the various problems mentioned above. But I ended up saying "just one more
gane" over and over until I realized I had played for several hours. If they ever fix the computer opponent's programming to be
more challenging it will be a great solo game, but until then you'll want to find someone else to play against, because that's when
the real fun begins.. This Game make me angry

..

I'm delete this game. xD. Warning if not 18 or older this game will be very frightening, putt putt travels through time is the story
of a drunken alcholic go through his crazy fever dreams, Dr.Firebird is his drug dealer and all his items represent different
troubles in his life, he loses them all after going through rehab, but on a quest to get them back he falls down the spiral of drugs
and alchol once again, please proceed with caution.. Lore galore! Candlekeep is BACK!

Some randomness elements aside (...it's D&D!) , it's a cool game!

--EDIT--

Thanks, devs, for the quick post-launch patch!. Alex is a vegetarian. Loser.. This game is absolutely magical, imagine a game
where your objective is to repair a broken lift but it's literally impossible to do!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1000000000000\/10 best game ever made. Cant recommend because of how the third part is writen. Give this one a pass.
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As you know, this game has a CCG (Collectible Card Game) genre. What makes a CCG kind of a game fun? Yes, the answer is
to collect a card, obviously.

I'd recommend this game if its not for its difficulty for collecting a card. Not only you have to pay if you want to have more
card, the flow of the game in getting a card is too damn slow (maybe this is the tactic to force players to pay for the card). But
well, you can always try the game since it is f2p.. Can't for the life of me figure out how to get this installed\/opened on Fantasy
Grounds. I am going to give it a thumbs down for now because I can't get it to work. Will review if I ever get it loaded.. Best Vr
game !. Amazing pixelated horror game with jumpscares,be prepared for them XD
They got me SO badly!
The gameplay is nice point and click style and it has much to do.
I highly recommend this for horror/pixel games fans!. I'm going to be shot with this as not to take up too much time.
1 you can customize skin tone and fingernail polish, which is cool.
2 the controls and movement are simple but effective, if you like the way neon struct moves you will love this
3 yes it is repetative but its easy to pick up and quite fun when you turn your brain off and just hunt vampires.
4 lots of items to unlock and a good amount of diffictulty settings.
5 xbox controller support if you swing your games that way
6 a jazzy fun soundtrack
7 i'm 99% sure this game can be played infinitly. Do you enjoy card games? Are you a fan of the cyberpunk\/shadowrun genre?
Buy this. My only complaint is that there is not more from the developer.. Why are we still here? Just to suffer?. wtf is this. im
never sleep-sleep-ing again but it was worth it. Awesome game! I was not expecting to see a ray tracing setting for RTX cards so
I was pleasantly surprised! You can easily watch ray tracing just work, its pretty cool!. Yeah this is pretty good in terms of story
(although some of the routes are straight worse than others).
Completed and unlocked pretty much everything there is to unlock.

-Are you looking to make hard choices or do you want to feel like your choices matter? Well you won't find it here
-Do you want some high quality*material*? Not bad, but there are better options out there.
-Unlike  Sunrider this is not gameplay oriented

Sumarry: You will enjoy this if you don't mind the points above. Definitely worth a try imo.
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